out is the
new in

decking: Transcend® in Spiced Rum & Tree House
railing: Transcend in Tree House with
round aluminum balusters
also featuring: Trex Outdoor Lighting™,
Trex Fascia and Trex Outdoor Furniture™

There’s you.
There’s the space around
your house.
And then there’s Trex®.
And with a little imagination,
amazing things can happen
in between.

trex.com

The possibilities you’ll find with Trex ® begin where
form beautifully meets function. Because there’s
so much more to your ideal oasis than the deck,
our wide range of products adds foresight to
technique, standing for outdoor living in the most
innovative way possible.
Of course, our unmatched decking and railing
collections are our benchmarks. But with aluminum
railing that expands your view, steel substructures
as advanced as our decking, and tough-as-nails
white fascia to crown any space, you can finally
apply our expertise not just to decking, but to living.
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Actually,
it is easy
BE I N G
G RE E N
decking: Transcend® in Spiced Rum

Spending time outdoors feels a lot better

Some real-world reasons to feel really good

when you’re helping to preserve the outdoors.

about Trex®:

Our company was built upon green principles

» Trex products made from 95% recycled materials

and values, from our recycled materials to our
sustainable processes. In fact, we reuse as
smartly as possible, creating innovative, new
products from not-so-new beginnings and,
of course, screening everything closely for
quality before it goes near a Trex plant.

save around 400 million pounds of plastic and wood
scrap from landfills every year
» Trex hasn’t felled one tree in all our years in the
decking and railing business
» Our earth-friendly manufacturing processes recycle
factory runoff and refuse back into the manufacturing
line, and some plant hydraulics are even powered by
vegetable oil
» Our decking, railing and steel deck framing contribute
to LEED points on any building

trex.com
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framing: Trex Elevations®
decking: Transcend® in Spiced Rum & Vintage Lantern
railing: Transcend in Classic White & Vintage Lantern
with round aluminum balusters
also featuring: Trex® Outdoor Lighting™ and TrexTrim™

Deck built with Trex Elevations
steel deck framing

Deck built on a pressure-treated
wood substructure

PERFECTION BUILT FROM THE GROUND UP Even though

Wood substructures split, warp and shift over time, leading

your deck’s substructure may not make the family photos,

to undulations in the deck boards above. The dimensionally

it’s actually the most important part of your new outdoor
space. Our high-performance steel beams, joists, tracks

stable steel of Trex Elevations® stays in place, creating
consistently flat decking. To watch a video demonstration,
visit trex.com

and deck support posts create the strongest, straightest
and, yes, greenest structures down below.
» Strong, safe and non-combustible
» Rot- and termite-proof steel lasts much longer than wood
» CCRR 0186 code compliance research report
» Precise engineering enables curved deck designs and flat surfaces

Think about it: if you’re going
to invest in a long-lasting
deck, don’t you want its

support to last just as long?

» Contains a minimum of 25% recycled steel and is a 100%
renewable resource
» Backed by the Trex 25-Year Limited Residential Warranty

trex.com

Trex Elevations® Steel Deck Support Posts are manufactured and sold by M. Cohen
and Sons, Inc. Trex® and Trex Elevations® are trademarks of, and are used by M.
Cohen and Sons, Inc., dba The Iron Shop, under license with, Trex Company, Inc.
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decking: Transcend in Gravel Path & Vintage Lantern
railing: Transcend in Gravel Path with round aluminum balusters
also featuring: Trex Outdoor Furniture™

decking: Transcend in
Spiced Rum & Vintage Lantern
railing: Transcend in Vintage
Lantern & Classic White with
round aluminum balusters
also featuring:
Trex Outdoor Lighting™

OUTDECKS ALL OTHERS With a protective shell,

Transcend® Railing

unrivaled low maintenance and wood-grain beauty

» Stands firm with a strong, sturdy look and feel

to match, the one and only Transcend decking is the
®

ultimate expression of form and function. Pair it with
our Transcend railing, and you have an unmatched
outdoor experience.

» Built with the same incredible durability as Transcend
decking—won’t rot, warp or splinter
» Modular components let you mix and match your
customized look with any Trex® railing line

Transcend Decking

» Contains a minimum of 40% recycled material

» Nine rich, lasting colors and a natural-looking wood grain

» Backed by the Trex 25-Year Limited Residential Warranty

» Two distinctive styles—premium tropical colors and
rich classic earth tones
» Unrivaled fade, stain, scratch and mold resistance
» Low maintenance takes the work out of the weekend
» Made from 95% recycled materials
» Backed by the industry-leading Trex® 25-Year Limited
Residential Fade & Stain Warranty
trex.com

Transcend® deck boards are compliant with the Wildland-Urban Interface,
California State and San Diego County ASTM E84 Class B Flame Spread and CA
SFM 12-7A-4 Underflame and Burning Brand requirements.
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flooring: Transcend porch in Gravel Path
railing: Transcend in Classic White with colonial spindles
also featuring: TrexTrim and Trex Outdoor Furniture™

decking: Trex Enhance in Beach Dune & Clam Shell
railing: Trex Transcend® in Classic White

DECKING

OUTDOOR LUXURY MOVES OUT FRONT Our advanced

EVEN COMFORT HAS A CUTTING EDGE Enhance®

system of virtually gap-free porch flooring and Transcend®

is our low-maintenance composite that offers all the

railing makes it the most luxurious welcome mat around.

charm and none of the trouble of real wood.

» Lasts with unrivaled fade, stain, scratch and mold resistance

» High-performance shell is fade, stain and mold resistant

» No sanding, staining or painting, ever

» Cleans easily with just soap and water or a pressure washer*

» Comes in three rich, lasting colors for a personalized look
» Ups the curb appeal of any home
» Pair with Transcend railing and TrexTrim™ for the total
porch experience
» Backed by the industry-leading Trex® 25-Year Limited
Residential Fade & Stain Warranty

» Our three versatile colors feature a refined wood grain
» Pairs beautifully with all Trex® railing lines
»9
 5% recycled plastic, wood and sawdust keeps it green
»B
 acked by the industry-leading Trex 25-Year Limited
Residential Fade & Stain Warranty

Trex Hideaway® Hidden Fasteners
clip between each board for a
smooth, unfettered surface on top.

trex.com

* See Care & Cleaning Guide at trex.com
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decking: Trex Select in Saddle & Winchester Grey
railing: Trex Select in Classic White

decking: Transcend® in Tiki Torch & Lava Rock
railing: Trex Reveal in Charcoal Black with
Trex® post sleeves in Vintage Lantern

IT'S TREX®, SIMPLIFIED With such an easy design

MINIMALIST STYLE, MAXIMUM STRENGTH With a

scheme, Trex Select® decking and railing adds our

sleek yet sturdy profile, Trex Reveal® aluminum railing

legendary luxury to your home more affordably

is specially crafted to complete your deck while

than ever.

emphasizing the view beyond it.

Trex Select Decking

» Aluminum possesses unparalleled strength with

» Wrapped in our hallmark high-perfomance shell
» Offers a soft, splinter-free finish that’s comfortable underfoot
» Resists stains and mold better than early-generation composites
» Backed by the industry-leading Trex 25-Year Limited Residential
Fade & Stain Warranty
Trex Select Railing
» Versatile white complements any decking or house color
» Designed for the DIY homeowner
» Won’t warp, rot or splinter; never needs painting or staining
» Backed by the Trex 25-Year Limited Residential Warranty
trex.com

minimal geometry
» P
 owder coating allows the aluminum to retain color and
resist corrosion
» Washes clean with soap and water for low maintenance
» Two baluster options (square and round) and two post choices
(aluminum posts and composite post sleeves) available
» Multiple post options for residential and commercial
applications
» Aluminum is a 100% recyclable, renewable resource
» Backed by the Trex Reveal® Railing Limited Warranty*
* See warranty at trex.com
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NEW

deck lighting: Stair riser lights, post cap
lights and deck rail lights
landscape lighting: Well lights and spotlights

Universal Fascia in White

THE BRIGHT IDEA With the right light, you can take any

WE HAVE THE EDGE ON YOUR DECK Put the

outdoor space from invisible to inviting. That’s why Trex

finishing touch on your deck design with fascia and

has expanded our lighting offering to cover the whole

riser boards to match the entire high-performing

landscape.

Trex® lineup.

» Energy-efficient Cree® LEDs give off long-lasting illumination*

» L
 ow maintenance, with no sanding, staining or painting

» Sophisticated fixtures create custom lighting effects
and designs

required
» S
 uperior resistance to fade, stains, rot, mold and termites

» T
 rex® LightHub™ connection system makes set-up a snap
for DIYers

» S
 eventeen matching colors and Universal Fascia in White
coordinate with all Trex decking lines

Deck Lighting

Landscape Lighting

» M
 ore impact resistant than cellular PVC

» Recessed deck lights

» Well lights

» B
 acked by the industry-leading Trex 25-Year Limited

» Stair riser lights

» Path lights

» Post cap lights

» Multifunction lights

» Deck rail lights

» Spotlights

Residential Fade & Stain Warranty

*Cree® is a registered trademark of Cree, Inc.
For the terms of warranties on Trex® Outdoor Lighting™, see page 22 or visit trex.com
trex.com
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Trex Pergola in Classic White
decking: Transcend® in Lava Rock
railing: Transcend in Classic White with
Fire Pit cocktail rail and glass panels

TrexTrim in White

TRIM AND PROPER TrexTrim™ comes in all the

ABOVE AND BEYOND Trex® Pergola™ keeps outdoor living

traditional wood profile sizes and moulding options, then

from feeling so…outdoors. Add a customizable pergola

does them one better by resisting rotting and splitting.

to your sun-soaked space and get a shady, sturdy retreat

» Proven reliability of free-foam cellular PVC

that won’t crack, rot or chalk—virtually upkeep-free.

» Outstanding workability—cuts, routs, fastens and paints easily

» Made from TrexTrim™ which won’t split or chalk

» Superior resistance to rot, insects and splitting

» Resistant to rot and insects

» Available in both a smooth or wood-grain finish

» Premium designs in a wide range of options and

» Multiple profiles, including boards, sheets, corner boards
and beadboard
» Release film protects trim from plant to installation
» Backed by the TrexTrim Limited Warranty*

customizable sizes
» Available in attachable or free-standing profiles
» C
 hoose from our nine Trex® colors or custom match your
own—all with the exclusive ColorLast™ finish
» Built for the do-it-yourselfer or easily installed by a TrexPro®
» Backed by a 25-Year Limited Manufacturer Warranty

* See warranty at trex.com
trex.com

Trex® Pergola™ products are manufactured and sold by Home & Leisure, Inc.
d/b/a Backyard America under a Trademark License Agreement with Trex
Company, Inc. 25-Year Trex Pergola and 20-Year ColorLast™ Limited Warranties
provided by manufacturer.
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Cape Cod collection in Charcoal Black

Trex RainEscape creates a dry room below your deck
also featuring: TrexTrim beadboard ceiling,
Trex Fascia wall in Gravel Path and
Trex Outdoor Furniture™

DEEP-SEATED BEAUTY It’s luxury, squared: comfortable,

OUTWITS THE ELEMENTS Trex® RainEscape® makes

durable, sustainable furniture in a variety of styles and

something of that empty space beneath a second-

colors that coordinate with our decking and railing.

story deck by channeling away rain drips and

» Versatile color and style collections coordinate beautifully
with any deck
» Withstands wind and weather with unmatched authority
» Ergonomic design and splinter-free finish
» Over 90% recycled materials keeps things one with nature
» Backed by a Five-Year Limited Residential Warranty*

snowmelt and creating a dry room below.
» I nvisible channeling system installs between an upstairs
deck and downstairs ceiling
» N
 o leaks, no sitting water
» E
 nables the worry-free outfitting of electronics
» F
 inishes with a TrexTrim™ beadboard ceiling for a
refined look
» C
 ompatible with Trex Elevations®
» B
 acked by an industry-leading 20-Year Limited
Residential Warranty*

*Trex® Outdoor Furniture™ products are manufactured and sold by Poly-Wood,
Inc. under a Trademark License Agreement with Trex Company, Inc. Five-Year
Limited Warranty provided by manufacturer.
trex.com

*Trex® RainEscape® products are manufactured and sold by Dri-Deck Enterprises,
LLC under a Trademark License Agreement with Trex Company, Inc. RainEscape®
is a federally registered trademark of Dri-Deck Enterprises, LLC. A 20-Year
Limited Warranty is provided by the manufacturer.
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resources

Care & Cleaning Guide
for Trex® High-Performance Composite Decking
All exterior building materials require cleaning. Generally, soap and
water is all that is required to clean Trex Transcend®, Enhance® and
Select® products. For additional information, see below.

PROBLEM

Dirt and Debris

Chalk Lines

Tannins Due to
Debris

First comes virtual reality. Then reality reality.
Start with our online resources. You’ll find useful tools and

Ice and Snow

SOLUTION
The affected area should be sprayed off with a hose to remove
surface debris. Use warm soapy water and a soft bristle brush
to remove dirt and debris from the embossing pattern.

Most colored chalks are permanent and may discolor the
surface. Use only Irwin Strait-Line®* Dust-Off Marking
Chalk (purple), available at Irwin.com
Remove all debris from the deck using a hose or broom.
Once the deck surface is dry, apply a Deck Brightener**
to the deck as directed by the manufacturer. Deck Brighteners
contain oxalic acid, which will also remove tannins.

A plastic shovel may be used to remove snow from the
deck. Use calcium chloride or rock salt to melt the snow
and ice from the deck surface.

features to help make your outdoor-living visions see the light
of day—including an iPad app you can use to design your
deck. Download and start dreaming.

Oil, Grease and Food

Find a TrexPro®
We offer the largest nationwide network of TrexPro
independent contractors. They not only know our products

Mold and Mildew

inside and out and have vast experience in the finer points
of installation, they also can provide invaluable insight. To
help find a contractor near you and see customer reviews,
visit trex.com.
DIY, together

Using a Pressure
Washer (Concrete,
Stucco or Ground-in
Construction Dirt)

Maintaining
Transcend and
Select Railing

NEVER use acetone or other solvents on Trex Transcend
or Select railing to maintain the beauty of the surface. For
color transfer issues (from attachment of baluster spacer),
use Mr. Clean® Magic Eraser® Original or Magic Eraser®
Extra Power to help remove this.**** For small surface
scratches, marks, or scuffs, use Dupli-Color Scratch Seal™
Clear Sealer Pen. *****

said, there are many questions—from time commitments
go it alone. To get started on your project, consult our online
questionnaire.

If debris such as pollen and dirt is allowed to remain on
the deck surface, mold can feed on the biofilm. Using a
hose and warm, soapy water with a soft bristle brush is
recommended to remove the food source and mold.
A pressure washer with no greater than 3100 psi*** that
has a fan attachment/adjustment and soap dispenser may
be used to remove dirt, concrete dust, or other types of
construction dirt. Spray deck with soap, then follow by gently
scrubbing each deck board with a soft bristle brush. Spray/
rinse each individual deck board using a fan tip no closer than
8" from the decking surface. RINSE THOROUGHLY. If dirty
water from cleaning is left to dry, this will cause a film to
remain on the decking surface.

If you can work with wood, you’ll love working with Trex®. That
to zoning issues—you need to address before you decide to

All food spills should be removed as soon as possible. The
surface must be cleaned within seven days to maintain
the stain warranty. To remove, spray off with a hose and
use warm, soapy water and a soft bristle brush to remove
spills from the embossing pattern.

Find all this and more at trex.com
And should you need us, we’re always available
at 1-800-BUY-TREX or question@trex.com

*Strait-Line® is a registered trademark of Irwin Industrial Tool Company.
**Use of products containing bleach or acid will lighten the surface of Trex. Use in an inconspicuous
area to determine whether you like the effect. Neither product will affect the structural integrity of Trex.
*** Use of a pressure washer greater than 3100 psi could damage the boards and void the warranty.
****Mr. Clean® and Magic Eraser® are registered trademarks of The Procter and Gamble Company.
*****Scratch Seal™ Clear Sealer Pen is a registered trademark of Dupli-Color® Products Company.
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TREX® LIMITED WARRANTY

Trex Company, Inc. (hereinafter “Trex”) warrants to the original purchaser (“Purchaser”) that, for the period
of time set forth in the following sentence, under normal use and service conditions, Trex® products shall be
free from material defects in workmanship and materials, and shall not split, splinter, rot or suffer structural
damage from termites or fungal decay. The term of such warranty shall be twenty-five (25) years from the
date of original purchase for a residential application, and ten (10) years from the date of original purchase
for a commercial application. If a defect occurs within the warranty period, Purchaser shall notify Trex in
writing and, upon confirmation by an authorized Trex representative of the defect, Trex’s sole responsibility
shall be, at its option, to either replace the defective item or refund the portion of the purchase price paid by
Purchaser for such defective item (not including the cost of its initial installation).

TREX ELEVATIONS® LIMITED WARRANTY

Trex Company, Inc. (“Trex”) warrants to the original purchaser (“Purchaser”) that, for the period of time set forth in
the following sentence, under normal use and service conditions, Trex Elevations® steel deck framing components
shall be free from material defects in workmanship and materials and will not become structurally unfit, which is
defined as corrosion causing a perforation of the component. The term of such warranty shall be twenty-five (25)
years from the date of original purchase for a residential application, and ten (10) years from the date of original
purchase for a commercial application. If a defect occurs within the warranty period, Purchaser shall notify Trex in
writing and, upon confirmation by an authorized Trex representative of the defect, Trex’s sole responsibility shall
be, at its option, to either replace the defective item or refund the portion of the purchase price paid by Purchaser
for such defective item (not including the cost of its initial installation).
For purposes of this warranty, a “residential application” shall refer to an installation of the Product on an
individual residence, and a “commercial application” shall refer to any installation of the Product other than on
an individual residence.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, (a), the term of the warranty for the LED lights and housing for
Trex® DeckLighting™ shall be seven (7) years, the term of the warranty for the LED lights and
housing for Trex® LandscapeLighting™ shall be five (5) years, and the term of the warranty for
the dimmer, timer and transformer for both shall be three (3) years, in each case provided that
a Trex transformer is used (with no warranty on any components if a Trex transformer is not
used), and any other parts or accessories shall not be warranted; (b) with respect to hardware
for the Trex Surroundings® gate (gate frame, hinges and screws), the term of the warranty shall
be five (5) years, (c) with respect to Trex Decorative Balusters, the term of the warranty covering
the paint coating shall be ten (10) years, and shall be prorated in the following manner: 100%
replacement for the first five (5) years; and 50% replacement for the next five (5) years, and (d)
this warranty shall not apply to Trex Elevations® steel deck framing, Trex Reveal® aluminum railing
and TrexTrim™ (which each have separate warranties).

Other Water Applications – Trex Elevations® may not be installed under the surface or within the splash zone
of any body of fresh water due to increased risk of corrosion. Any such installation shall void this limited warranty.

For purposes of this warranty, a “residential application” shall refer to an installation of the Product on an
individual residence, and a “commercial application” shall refer to any installation of the Product other than
on an individual residence.

With respect to a residential application, this warranty may be transferred one (1) time, within the five (5) year
period beginning from the date of original purchase by the Purchaser, to a subsequent buyer of the property
upon which the Trex products were originally installed. With respect to a commercial application, this warranty is
freely transferable to subsequent buyers of the property upon which the Trex products were originally installed.

THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT COVER AND TREX SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COSTS AND
EXPENSES INCURRED WITH RESPECT TO THE REMOVAL OF DEFECTIVE TREX PRODUCTS OR
THE INSTALLATION OF REPLACEMENT MATERIALS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LABOR
AND FREIGHT.
With respect to a residential application, this warranty may be transferred one (1) time, within the five (5) year
period beginning from the date of original purchase by the Purchaser, to a subsequent buyer of the property
upon which the Trex products were originally installed. With respect to a commercial application, this warranty
is freely transferable to subsequent buyers of the property upon which the Trex products were originally
installed.
To make a claim under this limited warranty, Purchaser, or the transferee, shall send to Trex, within the warranty
period referred to above, a description of the claimed defect and proof of purchase, to the following address:
Trex Company, Inc.
Customer Relations
160 Exeter Drive
Winchester, VA 22603-8605
Trex does not warrant against and is not responsible for, and no implied warranty shall be deemed to cover,
any condition attributable to: (1) improper installation of Trex products and/or failure to abide by Trex’s
installation guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping; (2) use of Trex products beyond
normal use and service conditions, or in an application not recommended by Trex’s guidelines and local
building codes; (3) movement, distortion, collapse or settling of the ground or the supporting structure on
which Trex products are installed; (4) any act of God (such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.),
environmental condition (such as air pollution, mold, mildew, etc.), staining from foreign substances (such
as dirt, grease, oil, etc.), or normal weathering (defined as exposure to sunlight, weather and atmosphere
which will cause any colored surface to gradually fade, chalk, or accumulate dirt or stains); (5) variations
or changes in color of Trex products; (6) improper handling, storage, abuse or neglect of Trex products by
Purchaser, the transferee or third parties; or (7) ordinary wear and tear.
No person or entity is authorized by Trex to make and Trex shall not be bound by any statement or
representation as to the quality or performance of Trex products other than as contained in this warranty.
This warranty may not be altered or amended except in a written instrument signed by Trex and Purchaser.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TREX BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARE SOUGHT IN CONTRACT, IN TORT
(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE, AND
TREX’S LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT EXCEED THE
REPLACEMENT OF SUCH PRODUCTS OR REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE, AS DESCRIBED
ABOVE.
Some States or Provinces do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so
the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you
may also have other rights that vary from State to State or Province to Province.
Copyright © 2014 Trex Company, Inc.

Salt Water Applications – Trex Elevations® may not be installed within 3,000 feet of any body of salt water due
to increased risk of corrosion. Any such installation shall void this limited warranty.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL NOT COVER AND TREX SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COSTS
AND EXPENSES INCURRED WITH RESPECT TO THE REMOVAL OF DEFECTIVE TREX PRODUCTS OR
THE INSTALLATION OF REPLACEMENT MATERIALS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LABOR AND
FREIGHT.

To make a claim under this limited warranty, Purchaser, or the transferee, shall send to Trex, within the warranty
period referred to above, a description of the claimed defect and proof of purchase, to the following address:
Trex Company, Inc.
Customer Relations
160 Exeter Drive
Winchester, VA 22603-8605
Trex does not warrant against and is not responsible for any condition attributable to: (1) defects caused by
improper installation or decay caused by fasteners; (2) use of Trex products beyond normal use or service
conditions, or in an application not recommended by Trex’s guidelines and local building codes; (3) corrosion
caused by factors other than environmental or atmospheric processes; (4) failure to strictly abide by Trex
Elevations® standard maintenance practices, as described below; (5) movement, distortion, collapse or settling
of the ground; (6) any act of God (such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.); (7) improper handling,
storage, abuse or neglect of Trex Elevations® products by Purchaser, the transferee or third parties; or (8)
ordinary wear and tear.
No person or entity is authorized by Trex to make and Trex shall not be bound by any statement or representation
as to the quality or performance of Trex products other than as contained in this warranty. This warranty may not
be altered or amended except in a written instrument signed by Trex and Purchaser.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TREX BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARE SOUGHT IN CONTRACT, IN TORT (INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE, AND TREX’S LIABILITY
WITH RESPECT TO DEFECTIVE TREX ELEVATIONS® PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT EXCEED THE
REPLACEMENT OF SUCH PRODUCTS OR REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE, AS DESCRIBED ABOVE.
Some States or Provinces do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the
above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also
have other rights that vary from State to State or Province to Province.
TREX ELEVATIONS MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS:
1. Observation: During construction, inspect all components for exposed steel, and cover the exposed area with
Trex approved touch up paint in accordance with the Trex Product and Installation Guide. (Trex does not warrant
touch up paint due to application variability.) Covering exposed areas with Trex approved touch up paint blends
the blemishes into the same unique color of the components.
2. First Maintenance: Defined as the physical inspection of components in search of corrosion. Atmospheric
and environmental conditions can affect the longevity of Trex Elevations®. Densities of air borne pollutants in
certain atmospheres require adjustments in the maintenance and inspection schedules. You should conduct first
maintenance within six (6) years after installation for a residential application and four (4) years after installation
for a commercial application. If corrosion is identified, immediately begin corrosion management practices.
3. Inspection Schedule: After first maintenance, Trex Elevations components must be inspected for structural
integrity every two (2) to five (5) years for a residential application and every two (2) years for a commercial
application. Integrity is inspected by tapping along the surface area of the components with a metal tool such
as a screwdriver. If flaking of the exterior coat occurs or discrepancies of sound are heard, immediately begin
corrosion management practices.
4. Corrosion Management: Sand any affected areas to twice the size of the corroded area with 80 grit sand
paper. Reapply Trex approved touch up paint to the sanded area.
Copyright © 2014 Trex Company, Inc.
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TREX TRANSCEND®, TREX ENHANCE®,
TREX SELECT® & TREX FASCIA LIMITED
FADE & STAIN WARRANTY

For the term set forth below, Trex Company, Inc.
(hereinafter “Trex”) warrants to the original end-user
purchaser (the “Purchaser”) that Trex Transcend®
decking, porch or fascia, Trex Enhance® decking
or fascia, Trex Select® decking or fascia or Trex
Universal Fascia, as the case may be (the “Product”)
will perform, under normal use and service
conditions, as follows:
Term of Warranty: The term of this warranty
shall begin on the date of original purchase, and
shall end (1) twenty-five (25) years thereafter for a
residential application of the Product, and (2) ten
(10) years thereafter for a commercial application
of the Product.
Residential/Commercial Application: For purposes
of this warranty, a “residential application” shall refer
to an installation of the Product on an individual
residence, and a “commercial application” shall refer
to any installation of the Product other than on an
individual residence.
Fade Resistance: The Product shall not fade in color
from light and weathering exposure as measured by
color change of more than 5 Delta E (CIE) units.
The Product is designed to resist fading. No
material is fade proof when exposed to years of
UV exposure and the elements. The Product is
designed to resist fading, and will not in any event
fade by more than 5 Delta E (CIE) units.
Stain Resistance: The Product shall be resistant to
permanent staining resulting from spills of food and
beverage items including ketchup, mustard, salad
oils, tea, wine, coffee, fruit punch, barbeque sauce,
grease, sodas and other food and beverage related
items that would typically be present on a residential
deck, or mold and mildew naturally occurring in the
environment, provided that such substances are
removed from the Product with soap and water or
mild household cleaners within one (1) week of
exposure of the food or beverage to the surface or
first appearance of the mold and mildew.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Trex does not
warrant that the Product is stain-proof, and
does not warrant stain resistance resulting from
spilled or otherwise applied food and beverage
substances which are not properly cleaned as
provided above within one (1) week of exposure.
In addition, materials not covered in the stain
resistant warranty include abrasive compounds of
acidic or basic pH, paints or stains, strong solvents,
metallic rust or other abnormal deck use items,
and non-food and non-beverage substances,
including but not limited to, biocides, fungicides,
plant food, or bactericides. Mold and mildew can
settle and grow on any outdoor surface, including
this Product. You should periodically clean your
deck to remove dirt and pollen that can feed mold
and mildew. This warranty does not cover mold and
mildew which is not properly cleaned as provided
above within one (1) week of first appearance.
Standard Trex Company Limited Warranty: This
warranty is in addition to the standard Trex Company
Limited Warranty that applies to all Trex products.
Transferability: With respect to a residential
application, this warranty may be transferred one (1)
time, within the five (5) year period beginning from
the date of original purchase by the Purchaser, to a
subsequent buyer of the property upon which the
Trex products were originally installed. With respect
to a commercial application, this warranty is freely
transferable to subsequent buyers of the property
upon which the Trex products were originally installed.

EXCLUSIONS FROM WARRANTY COVERAGE:
Exposure to Heat: Direct or indirect contact with
extreme heat sources (over 275 degrees) may cause
fading and may damage the surface of the Product,
and any effects of such exposure are expressly
excluded from coverage under this warranty.
Surface Damage: Never use metal shovels or sharpedged tools to remove snow and ice on the surface of
the Product. If the surface of the Product is damaged
or punctured, this warranty will be voided.
Paint or Other Materials Applied to the Product:
If paint or other coating materials are applied to the
Product, this warranty will be voided.
Railing: This warranty does not cover Trex
Transcend® or Trex Select® railing components.
Other Exclusions: This warranty shall not cover
any condition attributable to: (1) improper
installation of the Product and/or failure to abide
by Trex’s installation guidelines, including but not
limited to improper gapping; (2) use of the Product
beyond normal use or service conditions, or in an
application not recommended by Trex’s guidelines
and local building codes; (3) movement, distortion,
collapse or settling of the ground or the supporting
structure on which the Product is installed; (4) any
act of God (such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake,
lightning, etc.); (5) improper handling, storage,
abuse or neglect of the Product by Purchaser,
the transferee or third parties; (6) any fading or
staining not on the walking surface of the Product
(i.e., the underside or the ends of the Product); or
(7) ordinary wear and tear.
Procedure for Making a Claim under this Warranty
In order to make a claim under this warranty,
Purchaser must do the following:
1. If the Purchaser is making a claim relating to the
warranty on stain resistance, Purchaser must do
as follows:
(a) Purchaser must try to clean the affected area
of the deck by using the cleaning procedures
described above within one (1) week of exposure
of the food or beverage to the Product or first
appearance of the mold and mildew.
(b) If the affected area remains reasonably
unsatisfactory after Purchaser has tried these
cleaning procedures, then Purchaser must have
the affected area of the deck professionally cleaned
at Purchaser’s expense.
(c) If the affected area remains reasonably
unsatisfactory after the professional cleaning,
Purchaser may make a claim under this warranty,
provided that such claim is made within thirty (30)
days after the professional cleaning.
2. To make a claim under this limited warranty,
Purchaser, or the transferee, shall send to Trex,
within the warranty period referred to above, a
description and photographs of the affected area
of the Product, proof of purchase, and if the claim
relates to the warranty on stain resistance, proof
of compliance with paragraph 1. above, to the
following address:

3. Upon confirmation by an authorized Trex
representative of a valid claim hereunder, Trex’s sole
responsibility shall be, at its option, to either replace
the affected item or refund the portion of the
purchase price paid by Purchaser for such affected
item (not including the cost of its initial installation).
Replacement material will be provided that is as
close as possible in color, design and quality as the
replaced material, but Trex does not guarantee an
exact match as colors and design may change.
4. If a valid warranty claim hereunder is made
during years eleven (11) through twenty-five
(25) after the original purchase for a residential
application, recovery will be prorated. If Trex is
providing replacement materials, it may elect to
replace the percentage listed below of boards
otherwise meeting the requirements for a claim,
or if it is refunding the purchase price, it may
elect to refund the percentage listed below of the
purchase price of boards otherwise meeting the
requirements for a claim.

5. THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT COVER AND
TREX SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
COSTS AND EXPENSES INCURRED WITH
RESPECT TO THE REMOVAL OF AFFECTED
PRODUCT OR THE INSTALLATION OF
REPLACEMENT MATERIALS, INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO LABOR AND FREIGHT.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL TREX
BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES,
WHETHER
SUCH DAMAGES ARE SOUGHT IN CONTRACT,
IN TORT (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) OR
OTHERWISE, AND TREX’S LIABILITY WITH
RESPECT TO PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT
EXCEED THE REPLACEMENT OF SUCH
PRODUCTS OR REFUND OF THE PURCHASE
PRICE, AS DESCRIBED ABOVE.
Some States or Provinces do not allow the exclusion
or limitation of incidental or consequential damages,
so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply
to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights,
and you may also have other rights that vary from
State to State or Province to Province.
Copyright © 2014 Trex Company, Inc.

YEAR OF
WARRANTY CLAIM

PERCENTAGE
RECOVERY

11

80%

12

80%

13

80%

14

60%

15

60%

16

60%

17

40%

18

40%

19

40%

20

20%

21

20%

22

20%

23

10%

24

10%

25

10%

Trex Company, Inc.
Customer Relations
160 Exeter Drive
Winchester, VA 22603-8605
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decking & railing color palette
TREX TRANSCEND® RAILING

TREX TRANSCEND® DECKING

NEW

Island Mist

Lava Rock

Spiced Rum

Charcoal Black

Classic White

Tiki Torch

Fire Pit

Gravel Path

Fire Pit

Gravel Path

Rope Swing

Tree House

Vintage Lantern

Rope Swing

Tree House
TREX SELECT® RAILING

TREX ENHANCE® DECKING

Vintage Lantern

Beach Dune

Clam Shell

Saddle

Classic White

TREX REVEAL® ALUMINUM RAILING

TREX SELECT® DECKING

Charcoal Black

Madeira

Winchester Grey

Pebble Grey

Woodland Brown

Saddle

Bronze

Classic White

TREX® OUTDOOR LIGHTING™
TEXTURED

TEXTURED

TEXTURED

Charcoal Black

Bronze

Classic White
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decking: Transcend® in Tiki Torch

Visit trex.com or call 1-800-BUY-TREX
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